**Introduction**

Biological tissues contain chromophores that absorb light, as well as fluorophores that absorb and reemit light (fluorescence effect). Light absorption depends on the chromophores’ content and their distribution within the organic matter [1].

The endogeneous fluorescence of skin is due to the presence of specific fluorophores, i.e. aromatic amino acids such as tryptophan and tyrosine, collagen and elastin, porphyrins and flavins [2]. Some physiological and pathological processes such as aging, photoaging [3], psoriasis [4] and skin cancers [5] have shown characteristic changes in skin fluorescence [6].

We have previously reported [7] on fluorescence spectroscopy as a tool to characterize and quantify skin aging and photoaging. In the current work we show the application of fluorescence Excitation-Emission Matrix (EEM) analysis for the purpose of rapid identification of skin endogenous markers.

**Experimental method**

HORIBA’s Aqualog® is uniquely equipped with a patented simultaneous Absorbance-Transmittance fluorescence Excitation-Emission Matrix (A-TEEM) technology which provides rapid access to a wide range of parameters. The Aqualog acquires a complete UV-VIS spectrum and reports the Transmission spectrum which can be used to determine the CIE LAB Tri-Coordinate Color Descriptions. Aqualog with subtractive double monochromator for excitation and TE-cooled back-illuminated CCD detector for emission is particularly suited for in-vivo monitoring of endogenous skin fluorescence from a highly scattering background such as human skin, with high sensitivity and precision.

The system is equipped with a remote bifurcated fiber bundle (6 mm diameter) accessory which transmits light to the skin and returns the fluorescence emission to the detector. The tip of the fiber bundle is placed in contact with the volunteer skin with minimal pressure.

**Results and discussion**

Fluorescence Excitation Emission Matrices were measured on at least four different spots on the volar forearm site (Fig.1).

The Aqualog EEM conditions included an excitation range from 280-400 nm with a 1 nm increment and an emission range of 250-600 nm with a 3 nm increment at medium CCD gain, and with a 1 s integration. These parameters correspond to a very quick 45 second acquisition time.

![Normalized 2D contour plot of the in-vivo EEM spectra of human skin.](image-url)
As shown in Fig. 1, the major skin fluorophores, i.e., tryptophan (295 nm/345 nm - marker of cellular proliferation), pepsin digestible collagen cross-links (335 nm/390 nm - structural marker), collagenase digestible collagen cross-links (380 nm/460 nm) and NADH (350 nm/460 nm) peaks, could be easily detected.

**New Synchronous Profile Tool**
From the in-vivo 2D contour data a single spectrum can be extracted by using the Profile Tool (Fig. 2).

The decrease of the fluorescence of epidermal tryptophan is particularly important for monitoring non-invasively the premature aging of skin in diseases like diabetes or for UV absorbing Sun Protection products evaluation, as it is in agreement with two effects of aging on epidermal activity: a decrease of proliferation and a thinning of the epidermis [8].

**Conclusions**
We conclude that in-vivo fluorescence EEM represents a useful tool for quantitative and qualitative evaluation of skin markers and could also be used for the rapid and non-invasive assessment of cosmetics/pharmaceutical agents.

**Fig. 2**
2D contour plot of the in-vivo EEM spectra of human skin. Tryptophan emission spectrum extraction is the red spectrum to the right of the contour plot.
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